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A possibility to realize ordered solid structures in 3D 
Euclidean space E3 is determined to a considerable extent by 
its topological properties, one of which is the non-integral 
nature of the maximum number, equal to 5.104..., of regular 
tetrahedra with common edge. In the end, this allows one to 
approximate the densest non-lattice sphere packings by 
statistical partitions into simple (3 edges meet at every vertex) 
14-face polyhedra with 4, 5 and 6-edge faces. One of such 
polyhedra is Kelvin’s polyhedron [46, 68] with six square and 
eight hexagonal faces that make up the Dirichlet polyhedron 
for the bcc lattice [1]. The ordered structures in E3 are 
considered as Euclidian realizations of the algebraic geometry 
constructions in accordance to the approach applied in [2]. 
The 8-dimensional vector (root) system E8, Mathieu groups 
Mn and the PSL2(11) group with the order of 660 [3] are 
especially significant amongst these algebraic constructions. 
The set of vertices of [46, 68] is isomorphic to set of 24 cosets 
of the group 2M12 by subgroup M11:  

   Oh/C1v↔2M12/M11 = {gi 2(gkPSL2(11)),  i,k =1,2…12}  (1) , 
while its bichromatic graph is determined by the insidence 
table (IT) 12x12 with the columns as 12 white vertices and 
rows as 12 black vertices, and 36 incidence signs as 2x18 
edges. Due to (1) the  2x2IT corresponds to a subsystem of E8  
from 2(2(2х18)) vectors. Table 2x2IT determines “algebraic 
polytopes” [2] with 2(2x18) and 2x18 vertices onto spheres in 
E4 and E3 under the condition of transferring to 2IT and IT. 
The diagonal blocks nхn and (12-n)х(12-n) in the IT are an 
algebraic significant part of IT and changes (determined by the 
2IT) of the signs dispositions in non-diagonal blocks allow to 
pass to the some IT’. Table IT’ (equivalent to the IT by the  
2M12) determines the graph of a simple 24-verticed,  14-faced 
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